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Abstract. The development of risk project requires at first the census particu-
larly of potential accidents list. This study is generally made during the risks 
Preliminary Hazard Analysis method. The collection of these potential acci-
dents requires mainly, not only experts’ expertise of the field, but also Field 
Data Feedback. Up to Now, this crucial problem remains the archway key of 
the improvement of the system security level. Indeed, there is no explicit proce-
dure to exploit systematically the results stemming from Field Data Feedback 
to elaborate out Preliminary Hazard Analysis. This article suggests a method-
ology allowing to exploit in a systematic way the Field Data Feedback in order 
to work out the Preliminary Hazard Analysis on one hand and take into ac-
count the potential accidents from the specification stage of the project on the 
other hand. 

keywords. Field Data Feedback, Preliminary Hazard Analysis, System Devel-
opment Cycle, Security, Risks control, regulation. 

1.   General context of the research 

Despite the requirement of the statutory and normative texts related to rail system 
security, the interaction between the process of the Preliminary Hazard Analysis 
(PHA), the Field Data Feedback (FDF) and the cycle of system development still 
remains ill structured and even inexistent. Indeed, PHA allows to identify basically 
potential accidents linked to the system and its interfaces in order to evaluate their 
instance probability and also the seriousness of injuries they can create, and at last to 
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suggest solutions allowing to master the risks. Effectively, the Preliminary Hazard 
Analysis is considered as the major piece in the construction process of security and 
represents also a key task in the activities of security analysis. 

Yet, the relevance of PHA depends on the completeness of the potential accidents 
list which com be identified mainly from FDF. In spite of its undeniable importance, 
PHA comes up against the absence of an explicit methodology which integrates in a 
systematic way the FDF results. 

The FDF is generally defined as a dynamic process of collection, stocking, analy-
sis and exploitation of data connected with situations contrary to security (acci-
dent/incident). The target is to get profit out of the lessons of actual experience to 
avoid its reproduction with the implementation of appropriate corrective preventive 
measures in order to avoid the reproduction of such risky scenarios. 

This article successively presents the legislative and statutory framework con-
nected with the process of the FDF and PHA, the PHA method, the FDF process and 
the remaining methodology to improve risks analysis from the FDF process.   

1.1.   The PHA regulation framework 

The decree number 2000-286 of 30/03/2000 related to security of the National Rail 
Network (NRN) [1] defines the content and the methods of elaborating the security 
preliminary file (SPF). According to the 08/01/2002 enforcement decree [1], the SPF 
includes particularly a document connected with the project organization and relies 
on PHA results. This decree also precises that security file (SF)’s purpose is to de-
scribe the system as it is carried out and to bring the proof of respecting security 
measures exposed in the SPF. It includes the conclusions of security studies carried 
out and the certificates of the risks insurance identified in the PHA. Because the PHA 
is carried out very early in the cycle of system development (since the specification 
stage), its results can be incomplete or inaccurate. Thus, the PHA file remains open 
and constantly updated during the FDF development. 

1.2.   FDF regulation framework 

A set of national regulation and legislative recent texts and European directives indi-
cate the principles, the objectives and methods of FDF process. These regulations 
concern specially the technical inquiries after rail accidents and incidents. According 
to 23/01/2002 directive, an inquiry is a procedure allowing to present accidents and 
incidents and aims at collecting and analyzing information; it draws conclusions in-
cluding determining causes and if the need arises, formulates recommendations as 
regards security. 
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2.   Suggested methodology 

The methodology we have developed intervenes two methods in a related and com-
plementary way: the FDF and the PHA. The two following paragraphs present suc-
cessively a general description of the FDF method and the PHA method. 

2.1. Field Data Feedback (FDF) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Different steps’ articulations of FDF process 

The global approach of the FDF course illustrated by figure 1, adopts five stages: 
collection of data related to any insecurity event, their analysis and treatment, their 
stocking and memorization, their exploitation and use, and suggestion of recommen-
dations. These stages correspond respectively to the five complementary and iterative 
principles: know, understand, archive, learn and recommend. After presenting the 
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approach of the remaining FDF, the following paragraph deals with the adopted PHA 
method. 

2.2. Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) 

The PHA method illustrated by figure 2, mainly based on a preliminary list of poten-
tial accidents turns on three complementary and iterative steps jointly including in-
duction and deduction processes. The following paragraphs successively present a 
general and detailed description of the suggested methodology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. General principle of PHA process 

2.3.   General description of the methodology 

The article 5 of the decree n°2003-425 of May 9 2003 relative to the security of 
guided public transports [4] requires that “every new system of guided public trans-
port, or every modification of an existing system is conceived and carried out in such 
a way that security global level towards users, exploitation personals be at least 
equivalent to the existing level of security or to the standard of existing systems se-
curing comparable services” (principal GAME). The notion of equivalence intro-
duced by the decree does nothing but introduces the objective of non regression of 
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security level in comparison with the standard of an existing system that is renowned 
to be sure. 

It is at this level exactly that the FDF gives all its benefit. Indeed, being based on 
the results of technical inquiries, the process FDF purpose is to get profit out of actual 
experience to improve security level requiring taking into account some recommenda-
tions. Thus, it would be necessary and even essential to implement the recommended 
measures since the stage of specification of a new system (figure 3). So, our method-
ology guarantees the explicit implementation of the notion of equivalence of the prin-
ciple GAME and consequently the improvement of security level. Up to now, the 
identification of the necessary potential accidents list to elaborate PHA is greatly 
based on experience and expertise of the domain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. General description of the suggested methodology 

In fact, this task remains crucial for any system designer. Yet, the quality, the perti-
nence and completeness of the PHA file depends on potential accidents exhaustive-
ness. Moreover, as its name indicates it, the PHA generally remains open along the 
cycle of development project and constantly requires updating. To give an answer to 
this problem, we suggest exploiting systematically accidents scenarios provided by 
the FDF and particularly the potential accidents lists (figure 3). Thus, this approach 
contributes to improving the PHA quality. The PHA results allow to define the re-
quirements and the criteria of system security to be taken into account during the 
stage of conception and carrying out of material and software equipments (figure 3).        
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2.4.   Detailed description of the methodology 

The suggested methodology, illustrated by figure 4, is based on a three situations’ 
pattern interacting to guarantee PHA exhaustiveness and completeness. 

2. 4.1. Pattern stratums 

The nucleus of the suggested pattern is the kept PHA process, which turns on three 
complementary and iterative analysis: from potential accidents analysis, we deduce a 
hazards list; this hazards analysis allows to induce a potential accidents new list and 
at the same time to deduce the hazardous elements; thus, the hazardous elements 
analysis contributes to induction of hazards new list. On this nucleus, are superposed 
the five principles of the FDF: know the risk, understand file, learn it and at last sug-
gest recommendations, making, in this way the second stratum of the pattern. These 
five principles of the FDF are combined with the five stages of: data collection re-
lated with insecurity event, analysis and processing, stocking and memorization, 
exploitation and use, and recommendations. The third and last stratum of the pattern 
is composed of the various steps of the system development cycle: specification, 
conception, carrying out, integration, authentication, certification, approval, putting 
into service, exploitation and maintenance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Spiral pattern of FDF integration in PHA 
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2. 4.2. Pattern articulations 

In fact, the methodology makes up a complementary and iterative compact pattern 
guaranteeing in this manner the interaction between these different stratums in a sys-
tematic way. Indeed, inconformity with the current regulation, security technical 
inquiries must be done after serious accidents / incidents occurring on the system 
taking into account the information relative to environmental, technological and hu-
man errors (figure 4). The first stage of FDF data gathering consists in finding out 
and collecting all the descriptive and explicative elements which have led to an inse-
curity event. Thus, this stage is based on the results stemming from the different in-
quiries reports (figure 4). After having analyzed and stocked the data already col-
lected, the exploitation stage of the FDF process consists in using and interpreting 
these data. The main goal is to extract the really predicative event, to take into ac-
count the isolated cases and to predict or imagine future scenarios of accidents or 
undesirable events. From these stage results, we can explicitly extract the potential 
accidents lists and use them directly as entries to the PHA (figure 4). 

Indeed, the ultimate stage of the FDF procedure consists in recommending pre-
vention measures (in order to minimize the instance of potential accidents) and pro-
tection measures (to weaken the seriousness of created injuries). The aim of these 
recommendations is the action on the human factors, technical aspects and environ-
ment. 

Systematically, these measures are taken into account from the specification in the 
development cycle of any new system in order to limit the reproduction of such an 
insecurity event (figure 4). The originality of our pattern consists in considering the 
FDF as being the fundamental link which connects exploitation towards the specifica-
tion stage (figure 4). Thus, the suggested methodology guarantees the outline of the 
risks management following it since its appearance till the concrete implementation of 
protection and prevention measures. 

3.   Conclusion 

The initial target of our methodology intends to improve the PHA completeness in 
order to have an exhaustive available list of potential accidents to take into account 
during the project development. 

To apprehend this problem, we have suggested a pattern in three stratums includ-
ing successively the steps of the PHA, the FDF process stages and the steps of a sys-
tem development as well. The whole of these stratums interact between one another 
in an explicit manner. 

We have demonstrated how to exploit systematically the results stemming from 
FDF, not only to bend to exhaustiveness of the potential accidents list (necessary to 
have at one’s disposal a solid PHA method), but also to draw lessons to be taken into 
account from the stage of project specification. 

In this way, we have contributed to decrease the level of the system risk and con-
sequently improve the system security. Despite the undeniable importance of this 
pattern, research tasks are in progress way in order to authenticate and demonstrate 
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the well-founded of the suggested approach through a real case stemming from the 
rail transport field. 
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